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Arkham Horror Story Scenario: 

The Shadow Over Innsmouth 

 
 Despite the isolationist nature of the locals and their hostility towards outsiders, the town 

of Innsmouth holds an almost undeniable mystique and fascination for some people. You are one 

of them. Intrigued by tales of the Marsh family and their refinery in Innsmouth, and tales and 

rumors of the Esoteric Order of Dagon, you feel compelled to visit the town and explore these 

strange locales. 

 

 "The Shadow Over Innsmouth" is a story scenario for a solo player. At the start of the 

game, place the #1 Activity Marker on Joe Sargent's Bus Service. The investigator also begins 

the game at that location instead of his/her normal location and receives no movement points 

his/her first turn. 

 

Special Rules: The Deep Ones Rising track and the Feds Raid Innsmouth track are not used for 

this scenario (though the Deep Ones Rising track will be activated at a later point in the 

scenario). Falcon Point's special location ability is disabled for this scenario as well. Not wanting 

to start any trouble in town, the investigator begins the game with no weapons or spells which 

modify Combat checks, instead discarding them and drawing a random item from the 

appropriate deck. The investigator loses the game if he/she is arrested in Innsmouth. 

Other Required Expansions: From Dunwich Horror - all Injury and Madness cards. From The 

Lurker at the Threshold - all Investigator cards. 

 

Encounters 

 
Joe Sargent's Bus Service:  

1) "Well, here we are, stranger...end of the line," says Joe Sargent as he brings the bus to a stop. 

As you exit the bus, you spy a strange robed figure near the Esoteric Order of Dagon entering a 

darkened doorway into the building. It's too dark and distant to make out any details, but you 

swear the figure's face didn't appear to be human. Also, it appeared to be wearing some kind of 

tiara. You are struck by a strange feeling of momentary dizziness. You shake it off and compose 

yourself. You have some time to explore the town before nightfall. You were determined to see 

the Marsh Refinery and Esoteric Order of Dagon, so those would be good places to start, but 

perhaps some other locations in town could be equally as intriguing. 

 

Make a Will (-1) check or lose 1 Sanity for witnessing the strange robed figure. For the moment, 

remove the #1 Activity Marker from the board and use tokens (any kind) to keep track of the 

number of turns until nightfall. The investigator has four turns to freely explore Innsmouth and 

do what he/she pleases. At the end of the fourth turn, place the #1 Activity Marker on Joe 

Sargent's Bus Service. The investigator must move there as soon and as directly as possible, but 

continues to have encounters at his/her present location if unable to. If the investigator is already 

there when the marker is placed, he/she receives no movement points during his/her next turn. 

 

2) As night falls, you make haste to the bus stop. As intriguing as Innsmouth is, you have no 

intention of staying the night in the town. When you arrive, you notice Joe Sargent standing 
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beside the bus and the bus' hood is open. "Sorry, but the bus is broke down," says Joe. "You'll 

have to stay in Innsmouth tonight. Talk to Charlie Gilman at the hotel. He'll set you up for the 

night." 

 

Move the #1 Activity Marker to the Gilman House Hotel. 

 

3) The only way to reach Innsmouth Shore is by going past Joe Sargent's Bus Service. The bus is 

here, and the hood is closed. Apparently Joe got the bus repaired sometime during the night. 

More likely, however, the bus was never broken down to begin with. More guards are here, and 

a sledgehammer rests against the bus. It may come in more handy than the axe you have, but 

getting it would take you closer to the posted guards. 

 

Place two Deep One Hybrids here (or two Deep Ones if no more Hybrids are left). If you want to 

take the sledgehammer, pass an Evade check  against each monster with a -1 penalty to your 

skill check to search the Common Items deck for a sledgehammer. If you decide not to take the 

sledgehammer, add a +1 bonus to all Evade checks against the posted guards. Move the #1 

Activity Marker to the Innsmouth Shore streets. 

 

Gilman House Hotel: 

1) "Evenin'," says Charlie as you walk up to the front desk, "what can I do for ya?" You explain 

that the bus broke down and you'll need a room for the night. "Ya don't say? That's a shame!" 

says Charlie. As he speaks, you swear a slight grin comes across his face. "Only rooms available 

are on the top floor. Good views of the town. I'll show you to your room, just follow me," he says 

as he grabs a key. It's strange that only the top floor rooms are available. There were no other 

passengers on the bus with you, and you've seen no other visitors during your explorations. 

There's something peculiar about all this. 

 

The #1 Activity Marker remains on Gilman House Hotel. You are delayed, even if you are 

normally immune to being delayed (for the rest of the scenario, this applies any time you are 

delayed). 

 

2) "Here we are." says Charlie as he opens the door to your room, "Hope you enjoy your stay! 

And keep the noise down! We Innsmouth are...quiet folk!" With that, he turns around and leaves, 

failing to give you your room key. You don't like this. Surveying your surroundings, you see that 

your room shares an adjoining door with the next room, and that room shares an adjoining door 

to the next. That far room is in a corner of the hotel. Aside from the hallway door, the only exit 

from there is through the window and a long drop to the ground below. A drainpipe running 

alongside the window looks like it could offer a safer way down to the ground in a desperate 

situation. Hopefully, it won't come to that you think as you secure the deadbolts to the hallway in 

your room and the adjoining rooms. If anyone wants in, they'll have to break the doors down. 

You climb into bed and drift off to an uneasy sleep. 

 

The #1 Activity Marker remains on Gilman House Hotel. You are delayed. 

 

3) You are awakened in the middle of the night by the sound of footsteps approaching your door 

from the hallway. You hear voices whispering to each other, though you can't make out what is 
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being said. The footsteps stop outside your door and you hear someone trying to open the door. 

Finding it dead bolted, one voice yells, "break the door down, you fool!" With that, you hear an 

axe strike the door. They're breaking in, an you have only moments to escape! 

 

Pass a Speed (+0) check to run to the next room, close the adjoining door, and deadbolt it. If you 

fail, two Deep One Hybrids barge into the room. Increase the Toughness of each by 1. They 

cannot be Evaded. If the Speed check is passed or you defeat the Deep One Hybrids, you are 

delayed, receive one clue token, and the #1 Activity Marker remains on Gilman House Hotel. 

For the rest of the game, martial law is declared in Innsmouth and any location with an 

awareness modifier has its modifier reduced by -1. Also for the rest of the game, if you are 

reduced to 0 Stamina or Sanity in Innsmouth, you lose the game. 

 

4) "He's gone to the next room! Get 'im!" Once again, the men begin breaking the door down 

with an axe. You need to get to the corner room before they enter! 

 

Once again, you must pass a Speed (+0) check to get to the next room and bolt the door. Again, 

if the check is failed, two Deep One Hybrids are placed with increased Toughness and cannot be 

evaded as above. If the Speed check is passed or the Deep One Hybrids defeated, you are 

delayed. The #1 Activity Marker remains on Gilman House Hotel. 

 

5) Looks like you'll have to shimmy your way down that drainpipe after all. Hopefully, it'll hold 

your weight. 

 

Make a Luck (-1) check to make it down the drainpipe unharmed. If the Luck check fails, draw 

one Injury card and lose 2 Stamina as you come crashing to the ground from the top floor. Move 

the #1 Activity Marker to the Factory District streets. For the rest of the game, you must end 

your movement if you enter a location with an Activity Marker. 

 

Factory District Streets: 

"He got away! Search the alleys and streets!" you hear a gruff voice yell as you reach the 

ground. "Why is everyone after me?" you wonder as you move towards the street. It's apparent 

that you can't get a ride back to Arkham from the bus stop. You'll have to find another way out of 

this cursed town. They've blocked the streets leading to Innsmouth Shore. Maybe you can find a 

way to Arkham from there, if you can get there that is. It looks like someone left an axe here and 

posted two guards outside the hotel. 

 

Search the Common Items deck for an Axe and place two Deep One Hybrids on the Factory 

District streets and a closed marker on the line from the Factory District streets to the Innsmouth 

Shore streets. If you have defeated all the Deep One Hybrids, place two Deep Ones instead. For 

the remainder of the game, place one uprising token on the Deep Ones Rising track for each 

failed Evade check against a monster (the Feds Raid Innsmouth track remains inactive). If the 

Deep Ones Rising track ever fills up, you are overwhelmed as Deep Ones crowd the streets, 

preventing any hope of escape; you lose the game. Move the #1 Activity Marker to the Church 

Green streets and gain one clue token. 
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Church Green Streets: 

Staying to the shadows, you make your way to Church Green Street. The whole town is swarming 

with guards all looking for you. Although your newly-found weapon makes you braver, stealth 

may still be the best way to escape. 

 

Place two Deep One Hybrids here (or two Deep Ones if there are no more Hybrids) and move 

the #1 Activity Marker to Joe Sargent's Bus Service. 

 

Innsmouth Shore Streets: 

You made your way to the blocked-off Innsmouth Shore streets, and are pondering an alternate 

route to Arkham. You remember some Arkham and Innsmouth history about how the train used 

to go past Falcon Point through tunnels. The abandoned railway appears to be your only route 

back to Arkham. As you are pondering this, a manhole cover erupts nearby, and a black, viscous, 

slimy thing bursts from the hole! You have no idea what it is, and you don't intend to hang 

around to find out! 

 

Place a shoggoth on the Innsmouth Shore streets and gain two clue tokens. Whether you decide 

to fight or evade the shoggoth, you are delayed and an uprising token is placed on the Deep Ones 

Rising track. Move the #1 Activity Marker to Falcon Point. 

 

Falcon Point: 

You are almost out of Innsmouth. You have found an old abandoned railway leading through a 

tunnel back to Arkham. Just as you are about to enter the tunnel, you hear the sounds of pursuit 

behind you. A priest from the Esoteric Order of Dagon appears, wearing a strange tiara like the 

one you saw when you first arrived in town, accompanied by two frog-like humanoid monsters. If 

you can just stay to the shadows and move silently, you can get away. Alternatively, you can face 

the menaces head-on, though such action seems like suicide. The choice is yours. 

 

Place a Priest of Dagon and two Deep Ones here. You must pass a Horror check against each 

monster whether you decide to fight or evade them, though they don't apply their damage if you 

are trying to evade them. If you successfully defeat the monsters or evade them, you win the 

game as you make your way down the dark tunnel to Arkham. 


